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Evolution At Variance With
The Bible
(Author Unknown)
Evolution denies that life was
created (Genesis 1).
It denies that the creative
work ceased (Genesis 2:2; Hebrews
4:3,10).
Denies God created man
– male and female (Genesis
1:26-27; Matthew 19:14).
Denies
that
man is the unique
creature of God,
distinct
from
the
animals (Genesis 1:26-27;
Psalm 8).
Denies that man was originally
in a garden implying an orderly, not
chaotic, place (Genesis 2:8).
Denies the fixity of ‘kinds’ in
Genesis 1. Evolution overlooks the
fact that it is physically impossible
for man to cross with animals.
Denies the historical character
of the Genesis account.
Denies that man “fell”;
refusing to admit that man is a

sinner in need of a Savior (Genesis
3).
Overlooks the difference
between human blood and animal
blood (Acts 17:26).
Overlooks the distinction of
the four kinds of bodies
(1 Corinthians 15:19).
The
evolutionary
geologic
record
differs from the Genesis
account on two major
points:
✓
Evolution – water animals
before land plants. Genesis –
Plants on the third day; water
animals on the fifth day.
✓ Evolution – Reptiles before birds.
Genesis – Birds on the fifth day;
creeping things on the sixth day.
Denies that, by its emphasis on
chance and natural selection, every
effect must have an adequate cause
(Hebrews 3:4).
Denies that God governs or
sustains all things (Colossians 1:17;
Hebrews 1:3; 2 Peter 3:7; Acts
17:28).
Evolution is not in harmony
with at least three scientific laws:

✓ The first law of Thermodynamics
(the law of energy conservation).
No energy is being created or
destroyed. Either matter has
always existed in its present form
(eternal), or it was specially
created at some time in the past.
✓ The
second
law
of
Thermodynamics (the law of
energy deterioration, or the
process of entropy). Everything
tends to run down, to decay, etc.
This says the world came into
being at a time not infinitely
remote.
✓ The law of Biogenesis. All life
comes from existing life.
Evolution demands rejection
of Jesus’s teaching on the
treatment of others (Matthew
5:38-39,44).
Evolution denies all Biblical
miracles, including the virgin birth
and resurrection of Jesus.
Denies that Jesus is the only
begotten Son of God (Matthew
16:16).
Denies that the Bible is the
special, divine revelation of the
mind of God.
Denies the very existence of
God!
There is no more reason to believe
that man descended from some
inferior animal than there is to
believe that a stately mansion has
descended from a small cottage.
(William Jennings Bryan, at Scopes
Trial, 1925)

Scientists Versus God
(Selected)
One day a group of scientists
got together and decided that man
had come a long way and no longer
needed God. So, they picked one
scientist to go and tell Him that they
were done with Him. The scientist
walked up to God and said, "God,
we've decided that we no longer
need you. We're to the point that
we can clone people and do many
miraculous things, so why don't you
just go on and get lost."
God listened very patiently
and kindly to the man and after the
scientist was done talking, God said,
"Very well, how about this, let's say
we have a man making contest." To

which the scientist replied, "OK,
great!" But God added, "Now,
we're going to do this just like I did
back in the old days with Adam."
The scientist said, "Sure, no
problem," and bent down and
grabbed himself a handful of dirt.
God just looked at him and said,
"No, no, no. You go get your own
dirt!"

Evidences For The Existence
Of God
(A. Cressy Morrison)
By unwavering mathematical
law, we can prove our universe was
designed and executed by a great
engineering intelligence. Suppose
you put ten pennies, marked from
one to ten, into your pocket and
give them a good shuffle. Now try
to take them out in sequence from
one to ten, putting back the coin
each time and shaking them all
again.
Mathematically we know that
your chance of first drawing one,
two and three in succession, one in
a thousand, and so on; your chance
of drawing them all, from number
one to number ten in succession,
would reach the unbelievable
figure of one chance in ten billion.
By the same reasoning, so
many exacting conditions are
necessary for life on the earth that
they could not possibly exist in a
proper relationship by chance. The
earth rotates on its axis one

thousand miles an hour; if it turned
at one hundred miles an hour, our
days and nights would be ten times
as long as now, and the hot sun
would burn up our vegetation each
long day while in the long night any
surviving sprout would freeze.
Again, the sun, the source of
our life, has a surface temperature
of 12,000 degrees Fahrenheit, and
our earth is just far enough away so
that this 'eternal fire' warms us just
enough and not too much! If the
sun gave off only half of its present
radiation, we would freeze and if it
gave half as much more, we would
roast.
The slant of the earth, tilted at
an angle of 23 degrees, gives us our
seasons; if it had not been so tilted,
vapors from the ocean would move
north and south, piling up for us
continents of ice.
If our moon was, say, only 50
thousand miles away instead of its
actual distance, our tides would be

planet is an accident. “For every
house is built by someone, but He
who built all things is God”
(Hebrews 3:4).

Falling In Love With God
so enormous that twice a day, all
continents would be submerged;
even the mountains would soon be
eroded away.
If the crust of the earth had
been only ten feet thicker, there
would be no oxygen, without which
animal life must die. Had the ocean
been a few feet deeper, carbon
dioxide and oxygen would have
been absorbed and no vegetable
life could exist. Or if our
atmosphere had been much
thinner, some of the meteors, now
burned in space by the millions
every day, would be striking all
parts of the earth, setting fires
everywhere.
Because of these and a host of
other examples, there is not one
chance in millions that life on our

(Kent Heaton)
When a young man and a
young woman fall in love, they
deeply desire to know everything
about the other. They will spend
endless hours talking with one
another and learning all they can
know about the other. At first, they
are strangers. In time, through
years of marriage, they walk so
completely together they finish one
another sentences, think similar
thoughts and become one in spirit.
Loving God is important but it
is possible to love God and not be in
love with Him. Falling in love with
God is desiring to spend endless
hours with Him, talking to Him, and
knowing all there is to know about
Him. Fall in love with God – again.
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